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__ __ _ _ _,_ _ PREFACE

The Leadership and. Management Development Center (LMDC), as part of its
charter, has provided consultation services to commanders upon request.
The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) survey is a tool designed to
help in this task. Since 1978 LMDC has established a large data base from
the thousands of surveys administered during their consultation visits.
In an effort to gain maximum benefits from this data base, LMDC sponsored
Air Command and Stoff College (ACSC) students to conduct research using
the OAP data. The purpose of this research was to compare the job
attitudes of personnel in different major commands and job specialties
with those of the remaining personnel in the data base.

The scope of this report is to make this comparison with the job attitudes
of Military Airlift Command personnel. The results found in this report
will, I hope, provide MAC commanders with further insight into the
attitudes of their personnel.

In addition to fulfilling ACSC academic requirements, this material is
being submitted as a repo- for use by LMDC. To meet their needs, this
report is written in a fo, mot dictate by LMDC. Additionally, the method
of citation in this report follows the guidelines of the American
Psychological Rssociation.

R special thanks is extended to Capt Tom McFall and Maj Mickey DOnsby of
LMOC and Maj Tracey Gauch, ACSC/EDOWA, for all their assistance in
preparing this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY A

Part of our College mission is distribution of the
students' problem solving products to DoD

<,v ;/ •, sponsors and other interested agencies to
enhance insight into contemporary, defense

ki\'.\ii//• ( related issues. While the College has accepted this
product as meeting academic requirements for

graduation, the views and opinions expressed or
implied are solely those of the author and should
not be construed as carrying official sanction.

"insights into tomorrow"

REPORT NUMBER 86-1860

AUTHOR(S) MRJOR RONALD R. NEWTON, USAF

TITLE JOB ATTITUDES OF MILITARY AIRLIFT COMMAND PERSONNEL

I. Purpose: To investiqate whether there are any significant differences
between the job attitudes (as measured by the USAF Organizational
Assessment Package--OAP) of personnel in Mili.ary Airlift Command (MAC)
and thosc of personnel in other commands throughout the Air Force.

II background: Since the beqinning of the all-volunteer force the Air
Force ýha placed increased emphasis on improving motivation and
prrductivity as a way of achieving organizational effectiveness. The
intent of this emphasis is to create a job environment that can attract,
retain, and motivate the quality military force necessary to support Air
Force mission objectives. The services were very successful in turning
the negative recruitinrl trends of the 70's around. However, care must be
taken to avoid another-decline. The improving economy, predicted budget
cuts, and a decreasinq pool from which to recruit increase the difficulty
oa this task. The Leadership and Management Development Center (LMUC) at
Maxwell AFB, Alabama, was created to help maintain manpower levels and
improve productivity through improved leadership and management. As part
of their minaqement consulting prcqram to assist commanders in the field,
1-110C developed the OAP survey. Its purpose was to (a) assist LMDC
con-ulton.&s and traveling teams in the identification of organizational
lead,ýr.,hir.,,management strengths and weaknesses, (b) provide feedback to
Air FTr'. Professional l-*,Itary Education Schools, and (c) establish a
data h-se in support of Air, Force-wide organizational effect ivene5s

LI I
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_ _ _ _CONTINUED_______

research. LMOC has amassed thousands of survey responses. In an effort
to derive the most benefit from their data base, L11DC sponsored Air
Command and Staff College students to conduct a variety of research
projects using the OAP data base. This report examines responses from
personnel in fAC to see ii there are any significant differences between
their job attitudes and those of the remairlriq dntn base. Thi5 repurt
pur.•ues four qoal5:

1. To review relevant background research and organizational
behavior literature.

2. To compare (lAP-measured demographic characteristics and job
attitudes of officer, enlisted, and civilion personnel in MAC with the
attitudes of correspondin personnel in other Air Force commands,

3. To onal.ze significant attitudinal differences between MAC
personnel and otker data base personnel.

4. To develop recommendations for MAC commanders and functional
managers.

Ill. Procedures: The OIAF is a 109-item survey questionnaire (Appendix C)
consisting of 16 demographic items ard 93 attitudinal items. The
attitudinal items are grouped into 21 factors. These factors are grouped
into a systems model to assess three aspects of a work group: input,
process, and output. From an Air Force-wide perspective, the 0AP survey
is not a random sampling of Air Force bases. However, because of the
large number of organizations surveyed, these data represent a significant
portion of the Air. Force population.

IU. Results: As part of this report a review of relevant research was
made. This review highlighted current and related theories and research.
This report found no previous research urn job att itudes0 of MC Tle
comparisons made, based on the data from t heOAP survey, revealed several
statistically significant findinqs.

1. Compared to data base o ficers, MAC officers have a higher
perceived rate of Work Repetition. A possible cause for this was their
having to deal with repetitive problems more frequently than the other
officers. These perceptions may have an impact on their attitude toward
Skill Variety. which they rated lower than the other Air Force officers in
the data base. Additionally, MAC officers indicate a less positive
attitude toward the support and feedback theq receive from their immediate
super'.'viors. In spite of their less favorable attitude toward their
supervisors, MAC'C officers still have a more posit ive att itude toward the
organization as a whole.

2. M1C enlisted personnc, overall, have the lowest job attitude
ratings of the three personnel categories. MAC enlisted personnel show a

viii



CONTINUED__ ___

more positive attitude than data base enlisted toward Job Related
Satisfaction. In contrast, they expressed a less positive attitude toward
their immediate supervisors support and feedback. Rdditionally, this
less positive attitude olso carries into their perceptions of t~e
organization.

3. MAC civilian personnel reported significantly more positive
attitudes than data base civilians in 19 of the 21 factors compared. Two
factors were identified for further attention. The first was Work
Repetition, where MAC civilians reported they must accomplish repetitive
tasks and face repetitive problems more often than the other Air Force
civilians. This attitude, when compared to their only moderate desire for
repetitive work, could imply reduced overall job satisfaction. The second
factor deserving attention was Advancement/Recognition, where they
expressed a lower awareness of related opportunities for advancement.

V. Recommendations: Based on the results obtained from the OAP survey
the following recommendations are proposed:

I. MAC should sponsor continued studies into the job attitudes of
their personnel. These studies should include o genera examination of
command attitudes and specific examinations by job function. This would
allow MAC commanders to pinpoint areas in need of change.

2. MAC commanders should stress increased communications between
supervisors and their subordinates. This communication should include
periodic counseling to establish subordinate goals. Commanders should be
certain that this increased communicotions reaches the lowest levels of
their- command.

3. MAC should sponsor research into the effect work repetition has
on it5 cikl ioan persornel's job attitudes.

4. Researchers should .criduct further studies to discover why the
attitudes of MAC civilian personnel are much more positive than those of
other civilian personnel. Examinations into why the pattern of MAC
civilian attitudes is so different from the patterns of MAC officers and
enlisted personnel should also be conducted.

ix



Chapter One C ee

INTRODIICTION

TI- A . cjtiidi rr'ni jrlp- Mi I itor". Air!l i ft Command (MAN leaders feedback,

or, j o, tt i tudes of persoinie I in their c ommard [iata from the Leadership

and Management Development Center's (LMDC) Organizational Assessment

Package (OAP, Appendix C) survey are the source of this feedback. The

study compares responses of li I itary Air i ft Command (MAC) personnel to

tho-s,,e cf Ai r Force perssonrie I in ot her coimniands arid agenc i es wh ic lh have

results5 irn the LIr[C data base. The intert is to help idenify strengths

-as well so1. potent ial prob.llem areas. based on this comparison' of survey

i put s from MAC personirie I . by examining the possible attitudinal

d i if ferenc es bet ween these groups, MAC commanders can eva I uat e the ir

cur roer, t efforts in. enhancir, i ur, i t effect i ver ess arid cons i der adjustments

to, cc'eiper, ist e f or arny i dent i f i ed weaknesseas.

Wince the beginning of the all-oolurnteer force the Air Force has

p. aed increnased emphasis on i mprnon i nq mo.t i ,ol ion and product i V it y s a

im oI ac hi ev ng organi, at I o a effect i ueniess. The intent of tlh-is.

* emphas $ is to create a .lob environment that car, attract, retain, and

mot ivate the quality military force neces.sari to support Air, Force missionr

to, jPe:t iaes. I n the i r report rin tlhe OAF', Herdr i x and Ha I ver-son ( 19?79a,

Sp. ) made thisc observat Ior, "Within crar, izat ions, management persorine I

are i:oncerred with how well their organizat ior meets its objec:tives.

These object ives are frequent ly measured ir terms .a f product ivity, cost

i..



* savings, and retention of personnel. The Air Force continues to be

concerned with this area of organizational effectiveness."

Several external influences motivate Air, Force leaders to be

concerned over organizational effectiveness. The first is the

all-volunteer force. In the late 1970's, the military ser.'ices were

struggling to recruit and retain personnel of the quality and quantity

they required (Korb, 1985b). In the IC80's this trend has turned around,

but care must be taken not to allow concern over manpower to decline again

(Korb, 1985a). Compet;tion for manpower is also keen due to the

decreosing nutbers of available youth. John haisbitt, author of

Megatrends, predicts that labor short.ges are beginning to occur and will

continue throughout the century (Air Force Policy Letter for Commanders,

1965a). The improving economy and reduced unemployment have also

contrib buted tI recruiti ng ri.-blems (Korb. 1985a) by drawing off trained

militaiy personnel t.-, the higher-paying civilian industries.

In addition to recruiting and retention problems, budget ssues are

also impacting organizational effectiveness in the Air Force. 11ith future

budget cuts looking more !ikely, commanders a-e feeling the pressure to

increase productivity. General Larry 0. Welch, then Air Force Vice Chief

of Staff, suggested one reason for the gr-owing need fur quality manpower,

and increased productivity: "The increased investment in modernization

and growth over, the past four or five years has produced, afid will

continue to produce, correspond ng growith in the demand for both quality

and quontity of military and civilian manpower. But, it is pc;nfully

r•lear that Congress is not likely to agree to provide that manpower" (Air.

Force Policy Letter-c for. Commanders, 1985b, p. 2). These examples

2
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illustrate u definite need to create a work place that provides job

satisfaction and motivates personnel to stay in the Air Force and

productively support its mission.

In order. to help create such a productive work place, the Air Force

needed a tool to evaluate the effectiveness of its commanders' leadership

arid management efforts, In 1975 General David Jones, then Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, approved the formation of LIlUC. One of its

,rhar:ter.s was to provide consulting services to commanders ..-, request and

prcot Iide Air' Force decision makers with syst emic information and leadership

trends. L11C developed the ORP survey as a tool to assist in this charter

(llahr., 1982; Short, 1985). Lt Col Lawrence Short (1985) outlined the

reasons for. dpvelopinq the ORP. Its purppose was to: (a) assist LMDC

co:nisultants and travel ing teams in the identification of organizational

Ieader'ship/mariagement strengths and weaknesses, (b) provide feedback to

Air. Force Professional M1ilitary Education Schools, and (c) establish a

datn base in support of Air. Force-wide organizational effectiveness

r'ese'Ear.: h. The current ver-s i or, c. f the OlAP has been used irn the field i rince

19'JT6 arid LilID(' has bu i it (I Uery I arge cCumu I at i ve suiep I e ((bout 200, 000

, .1 .. J ot the Hi F. W-, jr.,: e l, lrit '.,r, ir, in r. t .r-ur-r, yij-rr.'. . if fI- P' wJ .-.

ihe moc.t frequent use of the OAP oata has been to prouide report't tc

ur, i. romanioders-. who requestecd staff visits by LMfDC consultant teamfs . The

f i nra reports creat ed by t hese t eams were g i vern on I y to t he commanders c, f

thee units they studied, in order to preserve confidentiality, LII[IC did

rot tf.r cýrd these reports to hicqher' headquarters. LIIDC researcher.s also

use thi-:. survey to e ram rie attitudesc in specific; career' fields, or' to look

at t t el fect•c. c. s.pec ii ic orgain za i orni structures, One reporr't ,.15,iq
F.

".7
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ORP data examiined four uniden~tified major commands. It found siqni ficant

differences in jlob attitudes among personrnei from different commarids and

recommended further research (Dirnberger, 1980). The present report takes.

the next step in analyzing the QAP data base by examining a major command,

MARC, to see if there are any significant differences in jotb attitudes for'

MlAC compared with the remaining data base. -

To compare MAC personnel's attitudes against the rest of the data

base, the present research pursues four' goals:

1. To review relevant background research and organizat ional

behov i or I i t er'at ure.

2. To compare DAP-measured demographic characteristics and job

attitudes of officer, enlisted, and civilian personnel in MAC with the

attitudes of corresponding personnel in other Air Forc~e commands.

3. To analyze significnint. attitudinal differences between IlAC

personnel and other' personnel who have r'esporided to the CAP.

1, To develop recommendaticons for' MAC commanders arid funcotional

managers.

This report addr-esses these four goale in the following manner'.

First, Chapter' Two shows the results of the literature review, and the

r'esult5 of related re!search. Next, Chapter Three discu!s-ee the

methodology for.' his, research with or, examnirat ion of the OAP survey arid

data collection. An explanation of MAC's mission is included to provide a

bet ter' unider'staridi1rrg o f I ts var ied respori i b i i t I es. Finall!y, this

chapter' explains the pvroress of (lAP data analysis. Chapter Four, presents,

demographic data derive-d frowm the two sample gr-oup-: along with the results

o f t he at t i t Ld rin I port ior, c f t he survey. Chap'ter, Five is a discussion of K.

41
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tl~ re •t~ t.• and con lu ..,i l usdr w f, ir o'ut h da ta~ in Lfha~ p te our . ; In ol ly,

Chapter Six summarizes and provides 5nm, recommendations for action and

further research.
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Chapter Two

LITERATURE REVIEW

Air Force interest in retention and job motivation increased

dramatically with the implementation of the all volunteer armed forces inL

the early 1970's. This chapter provides a brief review of several

significant theories in organizational behavior, what researchers have

found in their analysis of job attitudes, and motivation arid their- effect

on the Air Force's ability to attract, retain, and build a quality

military force.

A mu!t;tude of books and articles have been written orn organizational

behavior and its many theories and applications. There has also been a

considerable amount of research on retention ard job satisfaction.

Rddit ional ly, much of this research has used the Or'ganizat ional Assessment

Poclage (OAP) data base to examine these areas. Unfortunately, a review

ot r-esearch revealed few sources relating to job attitudes within major

ccnmairds and nro research directly relo irig to M;lituary Airlift Command

(IIRC), thtie subject of the present report. Nevertheless, a brief review of

key organizatiornal behavior theory may give the reader, a context in which

to evaluate the present work.

ý,irce the 1950's, many social scientists have contributed significant

theories or, or'gariizat ional behavior and mot ivat ion. Maslows (1954)

"1 heorq. of Humarn Miot vnt ion" was one of the f i rst . He asserted five
levels of rieeds--ptysivlvyical, s.fety affili-tion, achievement, and

esteem--were the basi s for humari ncot i'rotion. Since Mlas low, other.s ha.nve

7
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expressed their own ideas on motivational theory. Some well-known

theories are McGreqor's (1960) "Integrationr of Goals," Uroom's (1964)

"Uolance!Expectation," Herzberg's "Dual Factor Theory" (Herzberg, Mausner,

& Snyderman, 1959), Hersey and Blanchard's (1977) "Situational Leadershipr

M1odel," and Hackman and Oldham's "Job Enrichment Model" (Hackman, Oldham,

Jansen, & Purdy, 19?5). For the interested reader Talbot (1979) presents

on extenzive literature review of the more popular theories and models

pert ainirig tco job motivation/satisfaction. Of these theories the Dual

Fa- :tcr. Theory, Situat ionoaI Leadership Model, and Job Enrichment Model have

had the greatest impact or, Air, Force organizational research.

In 1959, Herzberg presented the Dual Factor Theory, also called the

Motivation-Hygiene Theory (Herzberg et al., 1959). According to this

theory, satisfaction of two distinct sets of needs is necessary to achieve

high quality work. A worker's hygierne needs relate to his physical work

.- environment. Deficiencies in this area cause job dissatisfaction. The

second set of needs (mot ivat ion needs) promote a high degree of job

-satfsfactioon and Herzberg called them motivators. Th, e relate to the I ob

itself; achievement, r'ecognitiorn, work itself, advancement, and

responrsibility (Herzber-q, 1966). In 1974, Air' Force Loqistics Command

(AFLC) corntracted Her'zberg to implement his model at the Ogden Air,

Logistics Center inr Utah. Other AFI r" bases have since implemented his

very successful Program (Rafalko, 1976).

Her'sey .rid blarchard's (1977) work in, situational leadership is the

Ksecond theoiry that has had a major impact on the Air Force, This model is

importan't to the current research because the Organizationral Assessment
Package (-iP) is ba.ed or a syrthesis of the situational/continerry

oirtr, I ij l, -r'-, iiI, nrid muriaqlem '-nt I', I. . I I , Oh. ,I
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emphasizes the behavior of the leader in relation to follower-..

environment. The maturity level of the group dictates the leadership

style a leader must employ, varying the amount of direction and support

based on what the followers need (Blanchard, 1983). Mahr's work (1982),

consolidating the findings of available OAP research, provides an .

excellent history of the OAP development. Hendrix and Halverson's (19790)

report established the validity of the OAP in relation to the situational

leadership model. Short's (1985) report on the OAP summarizes research on

the validity and reliability of the survey itself.

Finally, Hackman and Oldhom's research on job enrichment (Hackman, et

al., 1975) has also had significant impact on organizational research in

the Air Force. Their work complements previous work on motivation and

satisfaction, particularly Herzberg's "Dual Factor Theory." Their model

states that job motivation and satisfaction depend on three psychological

states: experienced meaningfulness, experienced responsibility, and

kncwledge of results, Their model also identified five job

characteristics to measure and identify changes necessary to increase job

motivation. These five characteristics are skill variety, task identity,

task significance, autonomy, and feedback (Hackman, et al., 1975). This

mcdel was extensively used to develop the job inventory items in the OAP

survey (Mohr, 1982).

Within the Air Force, numerous job attitude studies have been

conducted in the hope of improving retention. The following studies show

a representative sample of the types of research conducted in the area of

jcb attitudes and leadership.

With few e'cept ions, the Air' Force has experienced less significant

recruiting problems compared to the other services. Where the Air Force

9



does have a problem is with retention, Patterson (1977) reported in his

study of career intent of first term Air Force personnel that job

satisfaction was a significant variable in making career decisions, He

also found that leadership/supervision had an impact, but of less

significance. An Air Force Manpower and Personnel Center Officer/Airman

Exit Survey also found job satisfaction and work environment i3sues to be
significant factors for personnel choosing to leave the service (Dees &

Jokerst, 1985). Researchers also have examined leadership style for its

effects on retention and found that leadership style did have an impact on

career intent. Specifically, democratic leadership behaviors improved

c aer intent while autocratic leadership behavior did the opposite (Hall

W& ilson, 1980).

The preceding research investigated what factors positively or

negatively affected career intent. From the example& presented, only Hall

and Wilson used the OAP to conduct their research. However, the OAP data

base can be very useful for comparison studies between selected samples.

This is the method pursued in the present report. The following

paragraphs review research using the OAP in this mariner. These studies

are more directly related to the present work.

One study examined four separate personnel categories (Boren, 1980).

These categories were Air Force Officers, Enlisted personnel, General

Schedule Employees, arid Hoge Boaod employees. The purpose of this

analysis was tr, me-sure and compcre five job satisfaction variables in the

O(AP and analyze the attitude of each category to see if these areas hold

potential for- addressing the retention problem. Boren's analysis found

that enlisted pers.onnel rated their perceived job satisfaction lower than

did the other three personnel categories. The rank ordering of these four

10
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personnel categories on how they rated their job satisfaction was wage

board civilians, general schedule civilians, officers, and enlisted

personnel. Although all categories found their jobs meaningful, enlisted

personnel rated their task identity and skill variety significantly lower

than did the other personnel categories.

Uhile Boren (1980) used the OAP to examine the four main personnel

categories and their attitudes on job satisfaction, Reed (1979) analyzed

the OAP to determine how useful the entire survey was in comparing the

attitudes of a specific. career field with the attitudes in the remaining

Air. Force data base. His analysis was specifically on Air Force

muintenance officers (40XX career field). He found wide misconceptions

01)00 t the at t i tu e. . ,, , , ,• . He al~so found that the variables

analyzed provided information that would be useful at many levels of

command. Boren showed the usefulness of the OAP to examine general

categories and Reed showed the ORP's ability for analysis on specific

career. fields.

To investigate the OPP's usefulness beyond specific career fields the

lieaders.hip and Management [Development Center (LMDC) sponsored research to

ar:-,lyze the attitudes of personnel in major commands (0Lirnberger, 190).

Their objective was to deter, mine the significance and strerqti of

differences between major commands and determine the worth of reporting

these findings to interested commanders. They picked four unidentified

commands for the study. Dirnberger found significant differences between

all commands in all factors in the OAP. He suggested that there Ray be a

relationrship between a command's demographics and job attitudes. CommanIds

with a high score in jeb attitude and motivation were also the commands

with, "more -table, intrinsically 3ýatisfqing jobs, more civiliarn

1 1



personnel, and better supervisory/management climates" (Dirnberqer, 1q80,

p. 28).

All the theories on organizational behavior arid the research just

cited establiished the fouridati on for the analysis completed in this paper.

Early works, in particular the Situational Leadership lodel, provided the

basis for, the creation of LMDC's OAP. LMDC has compiled a substantial

amount of analysis to establish the validity of the OAP. Research to

estallish causes for the Air Force's retention problems has identified job

attitudes arid leadership as important factors,. The OAP measures these two

factor.s. Although there is no specific research comparing job attitudes

of 11AC personnel, related research is available on per'sonnel cateqories,

specific coreer, fields, arid compar'ing several unidentified major cr-omoiands..

The literature reviewed in this chapter does not provide sufficient facts

to develop a hypothesis for this study. However',it does provide o usefu!

background to understand the analysis of data in the following chapters.

The next chapter presents the methods used to conduct research or, jcjb

attitudes of MAC personnel.

12
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Chapter Three

METHOD

This chapter provides a description of the CAP survey and its use by

LI1IIC in their consulting mission. It describes LMDC's data gathering

procedur~es and the development of their data base. This chapter also

describes the methods used to compare the att itudes of f1AC personnel

against the remaining pernsonnel in the data base.

Instrumentat ion

The OAP is a 109-item survey questionnaire designed jointly by the

Air-FoJrce Human Flesouec.es Laboratory (AFPIFL), Brooks Air Force Base,

Texas, and the Leadership and lManagement Development Center (LMOC),

Maxwell Air. Force Base, Alabama. LMDC uses the OAF in its mission to (a)

conduct research on Air Force systemic Issues using informatoion in the OAP

dat.abase, (b) provide leadership and management training, and (c) provide

marnq•]emernt consultation service to Air Force commanders upon request. The

suruey questionnaire consists of 16 demogr.aphic items and 93 attitudinal

items (see Appendlx C). Hendrix and Haluerson (1979a; 1979b) provide

docjmentation of the factor analysis results during OAP development,

Short and Hamilton (1981) conducted a factor by factor assessment of the

reliability of the OAP and found that it showed " .generally acceptable

to excellent reliability for- the primary factors," and " .that they

were reliable enough for collection of Air. Force systemic data." After.

P
4

*8two yeor, at fiel 1 .u e, Hightower. and S1 -ort 3982) re3-exami ed tle
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v'aodity ef the OAP. Their finrdinris also support the use of the OAP a-. .

dat a got her i rig i rist rumfent

A cumulative data base contains all data from (AP administrations.

Wh i I e admin in i st er Ing the survey, LiIDC personne I gat her- other demographiC

information in addition to the 16 demographic items. This informat ion

includes work group code, personnel category and pay grade, age, sex,

Primary Air Force Specialty Code (PAFSC), Duty Air Force Specialty Code

(DDAFSC'), base, and major command. Two computer files make Lip the data

base. One is a historical file containing data collected prior to

I October. 1981 and the other. is an active file. LMDC uses the data from

the active file for the consulting process, The present study took data

from the active file covering the period from I October 19b1 to

16 September 1985. Whern conducting research, either file may be used, or.

the files may be comb i ned a- a~propreiate.

Data Collection

f.ll data for the present analysis were gathered as an integral part

of the LI11C management c onsu It at i on program. I rn the conrsu It t i on proc es.,

the initial administration of the OAP in an organization is a key step in

data gatherinr. This sect ion describes the OAP admiri istrat ion process.

The process begins when an Air Force commander decides that he or. she

wantrs to look at what is happen in in his or. her organ iizat ion in the realm

of j ob at t it lides. The r. Jarn i zat i ona I commander .ubm its a request for.

LI1DC' s consult i ng team to vi sit the orqon i zat ion. LMDC then evaluates

this request against internal LM1DC udminri strative criteria for-

suitability. If approved, LII1C sends a consulting team to the client unit

to gather- the data. Tlhe team gathers data for their analysis in the

". 14



initial administration visit, before any other consulting procedures, and

these data become part of the Pre-OAP Data Base. Everyone present for

duty in the client unit is administered the OAP survey. LMDC personnel

gather the surveys after they are filled out so no unit personnel ever

handle the surveys. The LMDC consultants analyze the survey data, along

with other data from the consulting process, to provide feedbjc.!. w the

client organization. They then present this feedback in a collective

form, breaking the information out by organizations within the client

unit. They provide this feedback to every work group within the

organization. Eoah supervisor receives a feedback package showing the

combined results of what his or her subordinates feel. LMDC handles all

results in a confidential manner between LMDC and the client commander.

For t;-e interested reader, Short (1985) provides a detailed description of

the LMDC consulting program.

From an Air Force-wide perspective, the ORP survey is not a random

sampling of Air Force bases. LMOC gives the survey at bases where the

client commander requests the LMOC consulting program. However, since the

survey is given as a erensus of the consulted organization, data gathered

is, epresentotive of the organization (usually Air Force wings). Datn

from numerous such organizational censuses comprise the LMDC data base.

These data represent a significant portion of the Air Force population.

Subjects

To examine the perceptions of Military Airlift Command (MAC) members,

responses to the pre-intervention, OAP (pre-OAP) were taken from the active

data base to form two independent groups: MAC and LMDC Data Base. The

MAC gr-oup consists of officer, en isted, and Department of the Air Force

15
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civil service personnel. For this study the MAC group contains responses

from all personnel surveyed who indicated MAC as their major command. The

MAC sample represents 14 bases including 2 bases overseas, The Data Base

Group consists of responses from all remaining personnel in the active

file. The Data Base sample includes responses from 115 bases and

operating locations from 12 major commands and operating agencies. Table

I lists sample sizes, by personnel category, for these two groups.

Table I

Sample Sizes of Comparison Groups

Officers Enlisted Civilians

MAC Group ?52 5484 782

Data Base 11561 65063 23912

The subjects within MAC perform a number of different jobs. The

following excerpt from AU-23 (1985, p. 03), provides a brief overview of

MAC's mission, and consequently highlights some of the responsibilities of

MAC personnel:

The Militaru Airlift Command (MAC) is a specified command
of the Department of Defense (DOD), a major command of the Air
Force, and the Single Manager Operating Agency for airlift
service within the DOD.

As a specified command, MAC is responsible to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff for planning and performing airlift and special
operctions mistions. The command provides airlift support as a
specified command during exercises, crises, and wartime in
support of other unified and specified commands. As a maior
command, MAC is responsible to the secretary of the Air Force
and the chief of staff, US Air Force, for organizing, training
,arId equipping force. to s,.ipport O00 forces worldwide. I t
provides air i if t serv ices i r, peacet i me in such a marr,er as to

16



promote its wartime capability. Systems and services assigned
to MR'lt and under the direction of the chief of staff, US Aire

Force, ;nclude: Air Weather Service (AWS), combat rescue,
Aerospace Rud;ovisual Service (AAUS), 76th Airlift Division,
operational support airlift, and special aircrew training.

Procedures

Two separate examinations were conducted to analyze survey data from

these qroups, Examination 1, "Analysis of Demographic Information," iK.

provided to characterize the sample groups. Examinat ion 2, "Comparison of

MAC Personnel to the LMOC flat. Base," compares attitude scores of the

groups: by personnel category: MAC officers versus other officers, MAC

enlisted members versus other enliktej members, and MAC civilians versus

*other civilian personnel.

ihe number n shown throughout thi.K study is the total number of valid

Sr~e•,r, sa• in the pr-e-iritervent Icor. dota base for the variable or key factor

being exýnmined. Eoch examination was performed usinc appropriate

-statisticol onalypis procedures contained in the Statistical Package.for.

the Sc,~ial Sciences (SPSSCX) User's Guide (1983).

Examiination 1, Analysis of Demogrophic Infor.notion

v'or this analysis, l.I11C divided the ita base into two groups. The

fir~st group ccrnsis.ted of responrses of those per-sorinel who inrdicated I1AC

us,, heir major command. Respronses ir-c, al! remaining per-sor,re! in the

data. bse made up the seccrnd group. This exominaticm| ,jsed the F'.-cS.S,

.ubpr'qrr 'i "Cro.stabs to aralyze the crata.

F iam i nat i cor, 2, Cc;nmi'ar i ýorn cf 11H( P.'-r,•.crne I to the Uata Base

Thes•e arialyses compared job o tt itur&e responr... of IliHC persocrlrel to

i he dat a banse by piersorre I cat egory, i.e. , officer, enl isted, and

c iuiian. Two-tai led t-te.t.J , v er-e per fc, rn,•d Io di 3cerrn aru a ti. itudiirr.l

di f ferences c- et weer qrcoul,. ,wit iir, ear h per:-,o re ,at g,:,r'. * The evel of
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significance for all i-tests was alpha=.05. The .05 !evel of significance

obtained from the t-test evaluateo whether there is o reliable statistical

difference between the two groups with at least a 95% confidence level.

An f-tes, was used t*' test the assumption of equal variances. Where

appropriate, s-tests for unequal variance groups were used. These

procedures identified OAP attitudinaJ factors for which fAC data varies

significantly from the data base. Comparisons wcre made in four areas of

organizational functioning.

1. Work Itself. This area deals with the task properties

(technologies) and environmental conditions of the job. It measures

perceptions of task characteristics.

2. Job Enrichment. Measures the degree to which the job itself is

interesting, meaningful, challenging, and responsible.

3. Work Group Process. Assesses the effectiveness of supervisors

and the process of accomplishing the work.

4. Work Group Output. Measvres task performqnce, group development,

and effects of the work situation on group members. Assesses perceptions

of quality ard quantity of task performance. Assesses pride and

satisfaction individuals have in their job.s. See Aprendix 0 for the

factors and variables that comprise these areas in the OAP survey.

The next chapter- pre3ents the results of these demographic and

attitudinal comparisuns.



Chapter Four "

RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the statistical analyses

conducted on the ORP survey responses comparing Military Airlift Command

(MAC) with the remaining OArP data base. Results are presented in two

examinations. The first examination looks at demographic findings for MAC

personnel, compared to other personnel, who responded to the OAP survey.

The second examination presents significant differences found between MAC

personnel and the data base in the attitudinal portion of the OArP survcy.

Table 2 lists the significar•tly different factors found in the comparison

of the two groups. Tables R-1 through A-21, Appendix A, provide a

complete report of demographic data. Tables B-I through B-3, Appendix B,

list the complete results comparing MAC and the data base on the 21

attitudinal factors of the OArP survey. Finally, Tables B-4 and 5-5,

Appendix 5, report the responses to the s.urvey items comparing selected

factor-s found to have significant differences between the two comparison

groups.

Examination 1,. Analysis of Demogrophic Information

Of the 752 MAC officers who responded to this survey, 67% are men and

13% are women. Of the 11,561 respondents in the other officer group, 88%

are male and 12% are female. The percentages for white officers (07%) andI black officers (6%) are the same for both groups. In both groups, over

50% of the officers 3urveyed have more than 8 years of service. Most MAC
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officer respondents have been in their present career fields for more than

18 months (74%). They have been at their present duty stations less than H

36 months (86%) and In their current position less than 12 months (51%).

These percentages are slightly higher than for the other officer group.

The typical MAC officer Is married (75%), and 45% of the spouses are

working. More than 35% of these MAC officers hold advanced degrees,

compared with 46% In the other officer group. Fifty-nine percent of MAC

officers and 55% of other officers are supervisors. Over 50% of MAC

officers and 52% of the other officers do not write performance reports.

Rated officers comprise 52% of MAC officer respondents, while only 35% of

the other officers are rated. Over 5U% of the officers In both groups

indicate that theU intend ti make the Rir Force a career.

A total of 5,484 MAC and 65,063 other enlisted personnel participated

in the OAP survey. In the MAC group, 13% of the enlisted respondents are I
women. In the other enlisted group, 12% of the respondents are women. In

both groups 72% are white, 16% are black, and 5% are Hispanic. The

largest proportion of enlisted personnel In both groups are 21 to 25 years I

old. In the MAC group, 12%, and in the other group, 432, of enlisted

personnel have served less than 1 years. In both group3 over 50% have

been at their' present duty stations for less than 18 months. The typicai

MAC enlisted person is married (61%), and 61% of the spouses are employed.

Only 3% of MAC enlisted respondents hold college degrees, compared with 4%

of the other enlisted respondents. Most of the enlisted personnel in both

groups are not supervisors (602) and do not write performance reports

(66%). With MAC enlisted, 39% hove a strong career intent compared to 38%

of tle other- group.
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Of the 782 MAC civilian personnel responding, 56% are women compared

with '10% of the 23,912 other civilian respondents. In the MAC group, 74%

are white and 16% are block. In the other civilian group 67% are white

and 9% are block. Twenty-four percent of MAC civilians and 27% of other

civilians ore more than 50 years old. In the MAC group, 49% hove more

than 12 years of service with 57% remaining at their, present duty stations

over 36 months. The typical civilian employee is married (80% for MAC
civilians and 75% for the other group). Eighty-seven percent of MAC

civilian employees hpve less than a college degree, compared with only 76%

of other civilian respondents. Civilians who supervise other people

comprise 31% of the MaC group and 25% of the other civilan groupr.

Examination 2,k w om-arison of MrC Personnel to the eata B2oe

This examination found significant attitudinal differences between

AnC personnel and the remaining personnel in the work itself, job

enrichment) work group process, and work group output areas of the OAP

survey. The following paragraphs provide a summary of the significantly

different factors for, each personnel category. Table 2 presents the

I gr, iflcant attitudinal differ'ences for each personnel category.
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Table 2

Summary Table of Factors and Significant Differences Between MAC
Personnel and Other Air Force Personnel

Officer Enlisted Civilian
Facto Gruo oMeana* Means* Mtens*
ORK ITSELF'

Job Performance MAC 5.02
Goals Other 4.85

Task Characteristics MAC 5.08 5.46
Other 5.03 5.31

Task Autonomy MAC 1.76
Other 4.58

*Uork Repetition MAC 4.41 5.02
Other 1.30 4.64

Desired Repetitive/ MAC 3.30
Easy Tasks Other 3.08

"9."

Job Related Training MAC 4.79
Othcr 4.46

JOB ENRICHIEIENT
Skill Uoriety MAC 5.34

Other 5.44

Task Identity MAC 5.09 5.44
Other 5.05 5.33

Task Signifiance MAC 5.?? 5.94
Other 5.69 5.71

Job Feedback MAC 5.26
Other 5.05

Job Motivation MAC 147.09

Index Other 130.70

* Means aoe listed only if there is a significant difference between
the groups.

1o.
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Table 2, (Cont)

Officer Enlisted Civilian
Factor Group Means Means Means

UORK GROUP PROCESS
Work Support MAC '1.50 1.86

Other 4.53 4.66

Management/ MAC 5.16 4.84 5.20
Supervision Other 5.32 4.90 1.97

SupervisorV MAC 4.72 4.43 1.84
Communications Climate Other 4.87 4.52 1.56
Organizational MAC 4.99 4.99
Communications Climate Other 4.88 1.60

UORK GROUP OUTPUT
Pride MAC 5.69

Other 5.41

Advancement/ MAC 3.91
Recognition Other 3.79

Work Group MAC 5.75
Effectiveness Other 5.63

Job Related MAC 4.99 5.54
Satisfaction Other 1.95 5.42

General Organizational MAC 4.36 5.11
Climate Other 4.41 4.77

* Means are listed only if there is a significant difference between
the groups.

MAC Officers versus Other Officers

This examination found that MAC officers have significant attitudinal

differences from other officers in the OAF survey areas of work itself,

job enrichment, arid the work group process. Specifically, 5 out of the 21

factors compared were significantly different, with MAC officers having

lower mean responses on 3 of the3e factors. See Table 6-1.
In the area of work itself, MAC officers have a higher meGn response

than other, officers for the 'Pork Repetition factor. This comparison shows
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that MAC officers perceive their Jobs as being more repetitive; they feel

that they more frequently perform the same tasks, or face the same type of

problems on a regular basis more frequently than the data base officers.

In Job enrichment, where factors measure the degree to which the job

itself is interesting, meaningful, challenging, and responsible, MAC
officer respondents report a less favorable attitude than other officer

respondents. In the Skill Variety factor, MAC officers express a slightly

less positive attitude.

Work group process Is the last area where MAC officers scores were

significantly different from the other officers' scores. In this area

IMAC officers are significantly different on three of the four factors

which measure the pattern of activity and interaction among group members.

MAC officers have less favorable perceptions in the Management and

Supervision factor. They altou ar. less positive about their Supervisory

Communications Climate (which measures communication rapport with the

supervisor, a good working environment, and how well performance is

rewarded). However, MAC officers have a more positive attitude toward the

Organizational Communications Climate.

MAC Enlisted Members versus Other Enlisted Members

These comparisons revealed significant differences between MAC and

other enlisted respondents' attitudes on 0 of the 21 0AP factors. MAC

enlisted members express more positive views on four of the eight

significantly different factors. See Table B-2.

In the area of work itself, MAC enlisted members feel better about

the general tosk characteristics of their jobs. This factor has to do

with the task properties and ernvir'onmerntal conditiors of the job.
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In the second area, job enrichment, nAC enlisted members express more

favorable perceptions than the other enlisted members. They rate their

Task Identity higher than the other enlisted personnel. MAC enlisted

members ilso express a more positive attitude on the Task Significance

factor, which measures the Impact their work has on others.

In the work group process area, MAC enlisted members express

significant differences in three of the four factors. They are less

positive in their perception of Work Support (which measures the hindrance

of additional duties and details, inadequate tools, equipment, or work

space). They also report less positive feelings about Management and

Supervision and their Supervisory Communications Climate.

The last area where significant differences are noteworthy is in the

work group output area. MAC enlisted members report a more positive

attitude on the Job Reiated Satisfaction factor. However, they indicate

that they are less satisfied with the General Organizational Climate,

MAC Civilians versus Other Civilians

As shown in Table B-3, there are significant differences between MAC

and other civilian respondents' scores in 19 of the 21 factors. In aol 19

cases MAC civilian personnel's responses were higher than those of the

other c!villan personnel.

This chapter examined selected demographic information for each

personnel category surveyed to highlight characteristics of the MAC survey

group. In addition, it identified the significant differences between MAC

personnel and data base personnel on each of the 21 factors in each

personnel category. Chapter Five presents a discussion of possible

reasons for these results.
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Chapter Five

DISCUSSIOI

The purpose of this report, as stated in Chapter One, is to provide

nRC leaders feedback on job attitudes of personnel in their command. This

report compared the attitudes of MAC personnel against the remaining Air

Force personnel who completed the OAP survey as part of LMDC's consulting

program. As noted in the literature review, no related research was found

comparing the job attitudes of MAC personnel. The absence of research in

this area resulted in no hypothesis being foraed about any expected

outcome from the analysis conducted in this report.

A limitation in conducting a study of this type is the difficulty in

drawing specific conclusions which can be turned into useful

recommendations. The main difficulty is due to the diversity of the jobs

within nAC as illustrated in the nAC mission statement in Chapter Three.

In sp;te of this limitation, it was possible to identify statistically

significant differences between the attitudes of lAC and other Air Force

personnel. These differences allow the author to suggest possible

explanations, which warrant discussion.

This chapter presents a discussion of the significant results found

in the comparison of MAC and other Air Force personnel's job attitudes

identified by the ORP survey. The discussion focuses on the three

personnel categories surveyed: officer, enlisted, and civilian. The

discussion in each persornrnel category covers significant findings in the
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four main areas of the survey which are the work itself, job enrichment,

work group process, and work group output.

MAC Officers

As noted in Chapter Four, MAC officers reported statistically

significant differences in only 5 of the 21 factors on the OAP survey. In

the area of work itself, MAC officers reported differences from the other

Air Force officers on the Work Repetition factor. In this factor MAC

officers indicated a higher tendency to repeatedly perform the same tasks

and face the same problems .)n a regular basis (see Table B-1). Their mean

score (mean=4.41, whei.e 4=to a moderate extent and 5=to a fairly large

extent) indicates that this repetition occurs quite often. This score

ccempared with their score on the Desired Repetitive/Easy Task factor

(mean=2,50, where 2=a slight amount and 3=a moderate amount) shows that

they perceive too much repetition.

In the area of job enrichment, MAC officers were significantly

different and reported a less positive attitude on the Skill Uariety

factor. This factor measures the degree to which a ýb requires a variety

of different tasks or activities in carrying out the work, involves the

use of a number of different skills and talents of the worker, and demands

skills valued by the worker, While MAC officers reported a very positive

attitude about this factor (mean=5.34, where 5=to a fairly lrge extent

and 6=to a great extent) their mean score was lower than that of other Air

Force officers. MAC officers' perception of having more repetitive work,

as discussed previously, is most likely responsible for their having a

slightly lower response in the Skill Uariety factor. A possible reason
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for MAC ofiicers differing from other officers in these two factors may be

the organization and mission requirements of MAC. MAC's organizational

structure limits officers from performing duties outside of their S

specialty. However, this characteristic is not limited to MAC and is very

likely a characteristic of other commands, The process of operating or

supporting airlift missions follows a set sequence of events and is mc-,"

unique to MAC. To accomplish the mission the MAC officer faces basically

the same challenges each day. With many missions operating each day the

required tasks, with their inevitable problems, becomes repetitive. Since

MAC officers report a less positive attitude toward the Skill Uariety

factor compared to the other officers and rate the Work Repetition factor

higher, this possibly suggests that facing repetitive problems is a

primary irritant. This may mean that the MAC organization does not

adequately identify these repetitive problems and implement solutions to

avoid their reoccurrence. While both means are still fairly positive,

further examination into the repetitive problems MAC officers face is

indicu~ted.

The final area where any significant differences were shown by MAC

officers is in the work group process area. In this area MAC officers

indicate their immediate supervisors do not provide as moch support and

feedback compared with the other Air Force officers. In the Management/

Supervision factor, MAC officers are less positive than other Air Force

officers In the ratings given their supervisors (see Table B-1 & 8-1).

Their Job Performance Standards and Work Procedures are not as highly

rated as those of the other officer group. This indicates a lower

perception of support, guidance received, and quality of supervision as
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comp, ' the other officers, While the MAC f fficer mean score for this

rating is still fairly high (mean=5.16, where 5=slhghtly agree and

6=moderately agree) they scored lower than the other Air Force officer's.

In the related factor of Supervisory Communications Climate, MAC officers
-JP also reported a lower rating. In this factor they are much more neutral

in rating their supervisors than in the previous factor, (mean=i.72,

4=neither agree nor disagree and 5=slightly agree). Their overall mean

factor score and individual variable mean scores (Table B-4) show that Mh,-

super'visors are not providing as good a working environment, they ore less

effective at establishing goals with subordinates, and they provide less

specific feedback to their subordinates. A possible explanation for this-

is that MAC supervisors do not as routinely councel their subordinates.

This leaves the subordinate with only their Officer Effectiveness Report

as a gauge to their performance. In contrast to these results, MAC

officer's rated their Organizational Communications Climate higher than did

the other Air. Force officers. This indicates a more open communications

environment in the overall or'ganization and that adequate information is:

provided to do their job.

The examination of significant responses between MFAC officers and the

other Air Force officers highlights two areas of difference. The first is

the perception that MAC officers have concerning the repetitiveness of
their work and the impact this. may have on their Skill lOhriety score.

SSecond, exam i ri rig the results of all three fact ors in the work group

pcces.. area Irid i c at e. t.hat the i mmed iat e superv isi or of l1A off i fer.s is

rated lower than that of the other Air' Force officers. The fact that M1AChi officers express posit ive attitudes about their overall organizatiorn al
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climate again directs attention toward the immediate supervisor. Hall and

Wilson's (1980) report on the impact of leadership sty!e on career intent

supports the importance of good supervisory communications for improved

job satisfaction and increasing retention rates.

MAC Enlisted

Irn general, IMAC enl isted perso inel express more positive attitudes

than the other enlisted personnel in the areas of the work itself and job kA

enrichment. In these two areas, MAC scores on three related factors were

significantly higher than those of the other enlisted personnel. These
factors were Task Characteristics, Task Identity, and Tusk Significance.

1a3ed on the data from Table B-2, MAC enlisted personnel appear to be

generally satisfied with the jobs they perform. The increased emphasis on

the importance of the airlift mission and the public attention received

over' the last several years may be partly responsible for their higher

responses.

Examination of the attitudes of NAC enlisted personnel in the work

group process area shows that their atti'xudes closely paral lel the

attitudes of MAC officer's. The three mean factor scores found

significantly different from other enlisted personnel mean scores were in

Work Support, Management/Supervision, and Supervisory Communications

C:l imcite. These differences show that MAC enlisted personnel also perceive

less sL~pervisory support and feedback from their immediate supervisors,

perhaops for the same reasons already ment ioned for MAC officers.

The responses from MAC en listed personneel in the work group output

arean are consistent with their attitudeý. in the three previous areas. Ir,
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this area MAC enlisted personnel expressed a more positive attitude than

the other Air Force enlisted personnel toward Job Related Satisfaction.

On the General Organizational Climate factor MAC enlisted personnel

expressed less positive attitudes. The Job Related Satisfaction responses

support the mere positive responses in the Task Characterlstics, Task

Identity, and Task Significance factors. The less positive responses on

the General Organizational Climate factor support their lower responses,

compared to the other Air Force enlisted personnel, in the work group

process area. The fact that enlisted personnel are generally farther down

thL chain of command suggests that supervisors may not be passing on

organizational goals and information that they receive. The general

conclusion that can be drawn from these data is that, while WAC enlisted

personnel are happier with their jobs (because of the attention received)

than other Air Force enlisted p-rsonnel, they are not as happy with the

support and feedback they receive from their Immediate supervisors and

organization.

MAC Civilians

MAC civilian personnel had the most dramatic and unexpected results

of oil the comparisons. Their reporting statisticaily different attitudes

in 19 of the 21 factors examined was surprising, especially since on all

19 factors they reported a higher mean score than the other civilian

personnel. Overall this shows a significantly higher level of job

satisfaction compared to the other civilians. In spite of these very

positive results, 11AC civilian personnel responses on two factors warrant

discussion,
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In the area of work itself, MAAC civilian personnel report the highest

score for the Work Repetition factor (mean=5.02, where 5-to a fairly large

extent). In contrast, they only express a moderate desire for repetition

on the Desired Repetitive/Easy Task factor (mearn=3.30, where 3=u moderate

amount and i=a fairly large amount). The comparison of these two facors

suqgestls an imbalunce which could have a potential effect on their overall

job satisfaction in the future.

The final factor worth examining is the Advancement/ Recognition

factor in the work group output area. In this factor, although their

scrores are higher than the other civilians, MAC civilian employees report

a fair!y low awareness of opportunities for advancement, recognition, and

preparing for increased responsibility. This also suggests a possible

negative impact on their overall job satisfaction. These two factors

warrant additional study to determine their effects on MAC civilians' job

attitudes.

This chapter discussed the significant f ,gs ot tne three

personnel categories examined. It compared ti,, titudes of MAC personnel

and the remaining personnel in the OAP data base. The next chapter

•.inimar. izes findings and present.s recommeendations for future action.
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Chapter 6

RECOMMEHDATIOHS

This chapter presents a summary of results and recommendations based

on the comparison of the responses of fAc personnel to those of other Air

Force personnel who responded to LMDC's ORP survey. The complete results

of this comparison are in Appendices A and 0; the questionnaire for the

ORP survey is in Appendix C; and the factors and variables guide to the

OAP is in Appendix 0. The following paragraphs present a summary of the

results found.

This report found MAC officers have a higher perceived rate of Work

Repetition. A possible cause for this was their having to deal with

repetitive problems more frequently than the other officers. These

perceptions may have an impact on their attitude toward Skill Uariety,

which they rated lower than the other Air Force officers in the data base.

Additionally, MAC officers indicate a less positive attitude toward the

support and feedback they receive from their immediate supervisors. In

spite of their less favorable attitude toward their supervisors, MAC

officers still have a more positive attitude toward the organization as a

whole.

MAC enlisted personnel, overall, have the lowest job attitude ratings

of the three personnel categories. MAC enlisted personnel show a more

positive attitude than data base enlisted personnel toward Job Related

Satisfaction. In contrast to their more positive attitude on Job Related
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Satisfaction they expressed a less positive attitude than the data base

toward their immediate supervisor's support and feedback. Additionally,

this less positive attitude also carries into their' perceptions of their.

organizations as a whole.

MAC civilian personnel reported the most surprising results. They

hod statistically significantly more positive attitudes than data base

civilians in 19 of the 21 factors compared. Their results show

significantly more favorable job attitudes than the remaining Air Force

civilian personnel. Two factors were identified for further attention.

The first was Work Repetition, where MAC civilians reported they must

accomplish repetitive tasks and face repetitive problems more often than

the other Air Force civilians. This attitude, when compared to their only

moderate des.ire for repetitive work, could imply potential for reduced

overall job satisfaction, The second factor deserving attention was

Advancement/Recognition, where they expressed a lower awareness than other

personnel categories of related opportunities for advancement.

Based on the results obtained from the ORP survey data the following

recommendations are proposed:

1. MAC should sponsor continued studies into the job attitudes of

their personnel. These studies should include a general examination of

command attitudes and specific examinations by job function. This would

allow MAC commanders to prnpoint areas in need of change.

2. MAC commanders should stress increased communication between

supervisors and their subordinates. This communicution should include

periodic counseling to establish subordinate goals. Commanders should be

cer'toin that this increased commun;catiorns reaches the lowest levels cof
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their command.

3. MAC should sponsor research into the effect work repetition has

on its civilian personnel's job attitudes.

4. Researchers should conduct further studies to discover why the

attitudes of MAC civilian personnel are much more positive than those of

the other civilian personnel. Examinations Into why the pattern of MAC

civilian attitudes is so different from the patterns of MAC officers and

enlisted personnel should also be conducted.
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Appendix A

Table A-I

Number of Respondents by Personnel Category

MAC Personnel Data Base
( ) )

Officer 752 11561
Enlisted 5484 65063
Civilians 782 23912

Table A-2

Sex by Personnel Category

MAC Personnel Data Base
Male(%) Female(%) Male(M) Female(%)

n 5722 1272 81812 18364

Officer 11.5 7.5 12.4 7.8
Enlisted 82.8 57.5 70.1 41.0
Civilians 5.7 34.9 17.5 51.2
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Rpppndix Al

Table R-3

Age by Personnel Category

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(% Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n - 752 5484 782 11561 65056 23906

17 to 20 Yrs 0.0 12.2 1.5 0.0 13.9 1.2
21 to 25 Yrs 14.9 41.1 8.3 12.1 37.8 6.1
26 to 30 Yrs 34.4 20.5 11.8 27.5 19.4 10.5
31 to 35 Yrs 21.1 !4.3 14.3 23.6 14.5 14.4
36 to 40 Yrs 15.7 8.4 14.8 19.9 9.9 14.0
11 to 45 Yrs 8.4 2.7 13.7 11.3 2.9 12.5
46 to 50 Yrs 3.3 0.4 11.3 3.5 0.7 14.1
>50 Years 2.1 0 4 24.3 2.1 0.7 27.1

Table A-4

Time in Air Force

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n 749 5467 580 11543 64893 21305

< 1 Yr 3.5 7.0 7.2 3.3 7.0 5.0
I to 2 Yrs 6.7 11.3 7.4 5.3 12.1 5.0
2 to 3 Yrs 10.5 11.8 6.6 7.5 12.5 5.2
3 to 4 Yrs 7.5 11.8 5.9 7.1 11.3 4q 9
4 to 8 Yrs 22.2 23.2 11.6 21.5 20.3 11.8
8 to 12 Yrs ;6.0 12.8 12.4 16.2 12.9 12.5
> 12 Years 33.6 22.1 49.0 39.3 23.8 55.5
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Appendix A

Table A-5

Months in Present Career Field

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(% Civ(%)

n = 745 5456 752 11483 64681 23293

< 6 Nos 7,1 5.1 7.6 5.2 4.9 5.6
6 to 12 Mos 8.3 7,0 10.1 7.7 8.1 7.2
12 to 18 Mos 10.2 7.7 7.0 7.7 8.3 6.0
18 to 36 Nos 24.4 20.0 13.4 21.4 21.0 13.5
> 36 Months 49.9 60.2 61.8 58.0 57.7 67.7

'able A-6

Months at Present Duty Station

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n = 749 5463 757 11527 64731 23368

< 6 Nos 15.6 16.2 5.5 13.7 15.3 6.3
6 to 12 Mos 16.6 18.2 10.3 16.6 18.6 7.8
12 to 18 los 17.6 16.3 7.5 16.1 16.1 6.2
18 to 36 Mos 38.1 32,9 19.9 35.8 32.1 15.0

> 36 Months 12.1 16,5 56,7 17.8 17.9 61.7
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Appendix A

Table A-7

Months in Present Position

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(X) Civ(%)

n = 751 5450 767 11516 64652 23510

< 6 los 28.8 26.9 12.b 26.1 27.8 14.0
6 to 12 los 25.2 23.1 17.2 24.8 24.2 14.7
12 to 18 nos 16.4 16.6 11.7 17.0 16.3 10.2
18 to 36 Mos 24.2 24.2 17.9 24.8 22.6 19.7
> 36 Months 5.5 9.1 40,5 7.2 9.2 41.4

Table
A-8

Ethnic Group

MAC Personnel Data Base
OffM% Enl(% Civ(%) Off(%) EnlI% Civ(%)

n 749 5444 770 11503 61603 23540

Amer Indion/Rla3kan 0.4 1.4 1.7 0.7 1.4 1.3
Asian/Pacific Is. 1.3 1.9 2.6 1.5 2.0 2.8
Black 5.9 15.9 15.6 5.9 16.3 9.4
Hispanic 2.8 4.8 2.5 2.3 5.3 16.6
White 87.3 72.4 74.0 87.6 71.5 67.0
Other 2.3 3.6 3.6 2.1 3.5 2.9
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Appendix A

Table A-9

Marital Status

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n= 752 5467 780 11550 64952 23840

Hot Married 23.3 37.4 16.3 20.9 35.4 18.7
Married 75.0 60.6 79.6 77.5 62.3 75.2
Single Parent 1.7 2.0 4.1 1.6 2.3 6.1

Table A-10

Spouse Employment Status: MAC P.

Geographically Separated Hot Geo. Separated
Off(%) EnI(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n 18 288 53 546 3026 568

Civ. Employed 61.1 55.2 69.8 31.5 41.9 41.2
Not Employed 16.7 25.3 13.2 55.7 40.4 22.7
Military Member 22.2 19.4 17.0 12.8 17.7 36.1 . -.
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Rppendix A

Table A-1i

Spouse Employment Status: Data Base

Geographically Separated Not Geo. Separated
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n 400 3215 1016 8556 37281 16918

Civ. Employed 59.0 58.9 69.1 34.6 37.6 54.6
hot Employed 20.2 26.5 17.9 57.0 46.5 34.7
Mlilitary Member 20.8 14.6 13.0 8.3 13.9 10.8

Table A-12

Educational Level

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n ?50 5465 771 11531 64821 23587

Mori H'S Grad 0.1 0.6 6.6 0.0 0.8 5.4
HS Grad or GED 0.0 48.1 36.4 0.2 44.9 28.7
( 2 Yrs College 0.3 34.6 23.2 0.3 34.6 23.9
> 2 Yrs College 0.7 13.9 19.1 1.4 16.0 18.3
Bachelors Degree 63.2 2.5 9.1 52.3 3.2 15.4
Masters Degree 31.2 0.4 3A1 37.6 0.5 7.1

Doctoral Degree 4.5 0.0 0.3 8.1 0.0 1.1
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Appendix A

Table A-13

Professional Military Education

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(% Enl(% CivW% OffM% Enl(% Civ(%)

n - 750 5463 777 11547 64918 23783

None 35.5 29.2 73.0 34.2 31.8 7?.?

Phase I or 2 1.7 32.1 11.8 1.0 29.7 7.4

Phase 3 1.7 20.9 3.2 1.2 18.8 3.3
Phase 4 1.2 10.4 4.0 0.9 11.6 2.8

91COR-Phase 5 0.0 4.4 3.1 0.2 4 9 2.0
.,O, 26.5 0.1 1.2 26.8 0.2 1.1
Irnt Svc School 22.9 2.8 3.0 23.4 2.9 3.4

Sen Svc School 10.4 0.1 0.8 12.4 0.1 1.3

Table A-14

Number People Directly Supervised

MAC Personnel Data Base

Off(%) Enl(%) Liv(%) Off(X) Enl(%} Civ(%)
n= 748 5017 772 11507 58992 23798

rone 5.2 0.0 13.6 5.5 0.0 17.5
I Person 36.1 59.5 55.2 39.2 60.3 57.7

2 People 5.2 7.9 3.6 6.9 7.6 2.4
3 People 6.0 7.0 5.4 6.0 7.2 2.0

4 Peuple 9.2 5.7 3.8 7.5 5.5 2.2

5 People 11.8 8.5 5.8 13.1 7.8 4 4
6 to 8 People 9.1 5.1 5.2 9.6 4.7 ,J.7
9 or. Feop e 17.4 6.4 7.4 12.2 6.8 10 1
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Appendix A

Table A-15

Number People for Whom Respondent Writes APR/OERIAppraisal

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(M) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(S)

n 748 5455 779 11533 64858 23840

None 50.3 66.0 76.3 51.5 66.6 78.9
I Person 12.0 9.5 3.1 9.0 8.5 2.1
2 People 6.3 8.0 4.1 7.0 7.8 1.8
3 People 7.8 6.5 3.0 7.1 5.6 2.0

4 to 5 People 12.0 7.3 5.4 11.3 7.0 3.8
6 to 8 People ?.6 2.2 4.4 8.5 2.5 3.1

9 or > People 4.0 0.5 3.9 5.5 2.1 8.3

Table A-16

Supervisor Writes Respondent's APR/OER/Appraisal

nFlC Personnel Dato Bose
Off(%) Eni(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Piv(%)

n 740 5411 750 11385 64102 23085

Yes 65.5 65.6 83.1 78.3 70.7 77.7
Ho 25.8 23.6 8,1 13.5 18.3 9.6

Ip

Hot Sure 8.6 10.8 8,8 8.3 11.0 12.8
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Appendix A

Table A-17

Work Schedule

MAC Personnel Data Base
OffM% Enl(% Ciu(%) Off(%) Enl(% Ciu(%)

n = 747 5416 770 11440 64430 23364

Day shift 46.7 53.1 84.3 60.2 60.7 88.1
SLinq Shift 0.3 8.3 3.0 0.2 7.3 3.2
M . 3hift 0.1 5.1 0.5 0.1 2.8 0.8
Rotating Shifts 5.6 16.5 6.6 4.7 13,3 4.5
Irrequ~ar Schedule 9.6 9.7 4.9 12.7 12.5 2.2
A lot TOY/On-call 12.0 3.8 0.4 7.9 2.4 0.9
Crew Schedule 25.6 3.6 0.3 14.3 1.1 0.3

Table A-18

Supervisor Holds Group Meetings

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(M) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n 738 5398 771 11426 64004 23522

Never 8.3 19.1 14.3 6.5 16,2 9.9
Occasionally 22.4 36.8 34.9 23.0 33.5 31.7
Monthly 13,1 5.4 12.7 13.6 9,U 18.9

Weekly 39.7 24.6 32.0 42.5 27.6 30.2
Daily 11.4 12.4 4.4 12.2 11,4 4.5
Conti nously 2 2 1.8 1.7 2.1 2.2 1.6
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Appendix A

Table A-19

Supervisor Holds Group Meetings to Solve Problems

MAC Personnel Data Base
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%)

n = 735 5374 764 11364 63586 23196

Heuer 17.8 28.2 20.5 15.1 24.7 24.3
Occasionally 47.1 10.1 42.8 42.3 39.8 41.8
Half the Tioe 20.1 15.3 16.4 22.0 16.8 15.3
Always 15.0 16.5 20.3 20.5 18.7 15.5

Table R-20

Aetonautical Rating and Current Status

MAC Personnel Data Base
Of If%) En,{% (00rf ('x C r. I )

n 750 5456 11393 63T99

Nlonrated, not on oircrew 1?.3 a5. 62.2 91.0
Nonroted, noo on air-crew 0.8 5.6 2.5 1.8
Rated, in crew/ops job 42.4 i.L 25.9 1.6

Rated, in support job 9.5 7.2 9.4 5.6



Rppendix A

Table A-21

Career Intent I

1RC Personnel Data Base I
Off(%) Enl(%) Civ(%) Off(%) EnI(%) Civ(%)

n = 750 5459 550 11494 64688 20645

Retire 12 Mos 2.5 2.3 7.3 3.5 3.2 6.3 P
Career 51.2 36.9 50.0 51.2 34.7 51.4
Likely Career 24.1 19.4 20.2 22.3 18.7 23.5 5
Maybe Career 14.9 20.5 14.9 15.0 20.6 12.6
Likely Separate 5.6 13.0 5.5 5.0 13.7 3.4
Separate 1.6 8.0 2.2 3.0 9.1 2.8
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Appendix B

Table 8-1

MAC Officers vs. Other Officers

THE UORK ITSELF

Factor Mean so dfa t

Job Performance Goals 843 1.76
MAC Officers 4.78 0.93
Other Officers 4.72 0.99

Task Characteristics 11897 0.15
MAC Officers 5.35 0.92
Other Officers 5.31 0.95

Task Autonomy 11930 0.32
MAC Officers 4.57 1.32
Other Officers 1.55 1.36

Work Repetition 12111 2.14*
"RAC Officers 4.41 1,34
Other Officers 4.30 1.38

'Jesired Repetitive/
LIasy Tasks 11748 0.67

MAC Officers 2.50 1.07
Other Officers 2.47 1.05

Job Related Training 9592 1.89
MOC Officers 4.68 1.47
Other Officers 4.68 1.48

*p<,05. **P .01. ***P<.001,

o Approximote degrees of freedom are given when t-test fort groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B
N

Table 8-1 (Continued)

MAC Officers vs. Other Officers

JOB ENRICHMENT

Factor Mean so dfo t

Skill Uariety 12193 -2.06*
MAC Officers 5.31 1.29
Other Officers 5,11 1.28

Task Identity 12158 0.32
MAC Officers 5.23 1.21
Other Officers 5.22 1.21

Task Significance 12209 1.60
MAC Officers 5.86 1.20
Other Officers 5.79 1.26

Job Feedback 12179 1.02
MAC Officers 1.93 1.16
Other Officers 1.68 1.16

Need for Enrichment 11904 -1.35
MAC Officers 6.05 0.86
Other Officers 6.09 0.87

Job Motivation Index 11138 -0.12
MAC Officers 125.97 65.10
Other Officers 126.30 67.54

*Q<05, **R<,OI. **

a Approximate degrees of freedom ore given when K-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Rppendix B

Table B-1 (Continued)

IMAC Officers vs. Other Officers

UORK GROUP PROCESS

Factor Mean SD d.fa t

Uork Support 11739 0.27
MAC Officers 4.57 1.13
Other Officers 4.56 1.09

Management/Supervision 11502 -3.20**
MAC Officers 5.16 1O40
Other Officers 5.32 1.34

Supervisory
Communications Climate 783 -2.68**

MAC Officers 4.7" 1.49
Other Officers 4.8Y 1.41

Organizational
Communications Climate 11341 2.24*

fAC Officers 4.99 1.23
Other Officers 4.88 1.26

*P<.05. **P<,O1. O **P<,001,

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when I-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table B-1 (Continued)

MAC Officers vs. Other Officers

UORK GROUP OUTPUT

Factor Mean SD dfa t

Pride 851 1,46
MAC Officers 5.54 1.32
Other Officers 5.4? 1.40

Advancement/Recognition 11660 1.65
MAC Officers 4.65 1.18
Other- Officers 4.57 1.19

Work Group Effectiveness 11780 -1.35
MAC Officers 5372 1.10
Other Officers 5.78 1.08

Job Related Satisfaction 10988 1.38
MAC Officers 5.42 1.10
Other Officers 5.36 1.09

General
Organizationol Climate 11422 1.86

MAC Officers 5.29 la
Other Officers 5.20 1.25

*p<,05, **p<,O1, ***p<.001.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when K-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table 8-2

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

THE UORK ITSELF

Factor Mean SD dfo t

Job Performance Goals 67874 1.25
MAC Enlisted 4.75 0.9861
Other Enlisted 4.74 0.98

Task Characteristics 6219 2.96**
MAC Enlisted 5.08 0.97
Other Enlisted 5.03 1.01

Task Autonomy 6206 1.45
MAC Enlisted 3.86 1.37
Other Enlisted 3.83 1.42

Uork Repetition 69361 -0.28
MAC Enlisted 5.13 1.36

Other Enlisted 5.14 1.37

Desired Repetitive/
Easy Tasks 68091 0.45

MAC Enlisted 3.23 1.40

Other Enlisted 3.22 1.42

Job Related Training 66372 -0.47
MAC Enlisted 4.47 1.61
Other Enlisted 4.48 1.58

*P<.05, ***p<,01

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table B-2 (Continued)

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

JOB ENRICHMENT

Factor Mean SD dfa t

Skill Uariety 6389 1.49
MAC Enlisted 4.63 1.43
Other Enlisted 4.59 1.16

Task Identity 6408 2,31*
MAC Enlisted 5.09 1.22
Other Enlisted 5.05 1.25

Task Significance 6460 4.28***
MAC Enlisted 5.?7 1.27
Other Enlisted 5.69 1.31

Job Feedback 69610 1.77
MAC Enlisted 4.79 1.29
Other Enlisted 4.76 1.29

Need for Enrichment 67626 -1,49
MAC Enlisted 5.45 1.24
Other Enlisted 5.48 1.24

Job Motivation Index 5813 0.86
MAC Enlisted 101.18 61.04
Other Enlisted 100.39 63.08

*PQ,05, **p<.Ol ***P<,001.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix 5

Table 8-2 (Continued)

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

UORK GROUP PROCESS

Factor Mean So dfa t

Work Sýipport 67816 -2.17*
MAC Enlisted 4.50 1.12
Other Enlisted 1.53 1.12

Monagement/Supervision 65803 -2.53*
MAC Enlisted 4.84 1.60
Other Enlisted 1.90 1.57

Supervisory
Communications Climate 66055 -3,72**

MAC Enlisted 4143 1.66
Other Enlisted 4,12 1.63

Organizational
Communicctions Climate 64623 0.02

MAC Enlisted 4.38 1.30
Other Enlisted 4.38 1.32

* <.05, **p<.0!, ***P<.001.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for qroups
with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table 0-2 (Continued)

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

UORK GROUP OUTPUT

Factor Mean SD dfo

Pr.ide 69168 1.08
MAC Enlisted 4.93 1.64
Other Enlisted 4.90 1 65

Advoncement/Recognition 66891 0.50
MAC Enlisted 4.27 1.18
Other. Enlisted 4.26 1.20

Work Gruup Effectivene,5s 66989 -1,56
MAC Enlisted 5,44 1.26

Other Enlisted 5,47 1.24

Job Related Satisfaction 5592 1.98*
MAC Enlisted 4.99 1.19
Other Enlisted 4.95 1.22

General
Organizational Climate 64561 -2.20*

11AC Enl;sted 4.36 1.38
Other Enlisted 4.41 1,40

*P<. 0 5 , **p<.U1, ***P<,001,

a Approximate degrees cf freedom are given when t-test for gru,

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table 1-3

MAC Civilians vs. Other Civilians

THE UORK ITSELF

Factor nean SO df a t

JLb Performance Goals 23491 4.57***
IIAC Civilians 5.02 0.98
Otisor Civilians 4.85 1.00

Task Chiracteristics 23213 4.20***
MAC Civilians 5.46 0.92
Otý.ar Civilians 5.31 0.95

Task Autonomy 23681 3.70***
MAC Civilians 4.76 1.36
Other Civilians 4.58 1.3"

Work Repetition 24189 7.35***
iMAC Civilians 5.02 1.38
Other Civilianr 4.64 1.43

Desired Repetitive/
Easy Tasks 23647 4.10***

MAC Civilians 3.30 1.45
Other Civilians 3.06 1.39

Job Related Training 21956 4.93***
MAC Civilians 4.79 1.59
Other Civilians 4.46 1.68

*I.05. **.<.OI. ***P<.001.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups
with unequol variarces is used.
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Appendix B

Table 8-3 (Continued)

fAC Civilians vs. Other Civilians

JOB ENRICHNENT

Factor Mean S, dfo t

Skill Uariety 24147 -0.60
MAC Civilians 5.05 1.35
Other Civilians 5.08 1.37

Task Identity 24206 2.46*
MAC Civilians 5.44 1.14
Other Civilians 5.33 1,17

Task Slgnificance 24259 5.02"**
MAC Civilians 5.94 1.22
Other Civilians 

5.71 1,26

Job Feedback 24260 4.54***
MAC Civilians 5.26 1.26
Other Civilians 5.05 1.27

Need for Enrichment 
778 0.22

MAC Civilians 5.7• 1.25

Other Civilians 5.70 1.16

Job Motivotion Index 21669 5,99***
MAC Civilians 147.09 72.95
Other Civilians 130.70 70.26

* V -.05. ** ,0 , * * .O .

U Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used,
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Appendix B

Table 6-3 (Continued)

4MAC Civilians vs. Other- Civilinns

.1,

UORK GROUP PROCESS

Factor. Mean dfa t

Work Support 23460 5.31***
MAC Civilians 4.68 1.1
Other Civilians 1.66 1.11

Management/Supervision 228'14 3.65***
MAC Civilians 5.20 1.65
Other Civilianu 4,97 1.64

Supervisory

Communications Climate 22736 4,33***
MAC Civilians 4.84 1.71
Other Civilians 4.56 1.71

Organizational
Communications Climate 2235Y' 7,24***

MAC Civilians 4.99 1.31
Other Civilian-, q.60 1.11

*V<-05, **p<01 ***p.001,

0 1pproximate degrees of freedom nre given when t-test for groups

with unequal voriant.es is used.
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Appendix ,

Table B-3 (Continued)

"MRC Civilians vs. Other Civi ians

UORK GROUP OUTPUT

Factor Mean SD dfa t

Pride 820 5.50***
MAC Civilians 5.69 1.36
Other Civilians .41 1.45

Advancement/Recognit ion 22528 2.30*
MKC Civilians 3.91 1.34
Other Civilians 3.79 1.34

Perceived Pnoduct ivity 23357 2.52* A
MHC Civilians 53?5 1,28
Other Civilians 5.63 1.25

Job Related Satisfaction 21963 2,87**
MAC Civilians 5.54 1.08
Other Civilians 5.42 1.08

General
Organizrt onal Climate 22298 6,29**

MAC Civili..s 5I 7
Other, Civiliane 4,77 1.39

*prJ,5 **p<,Ol, ***p<,001.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups
with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table B-4

MAC Officers vs. Other Officers

flANRGEMENT/SUPERUISION FACTOR

Uariable Mean SD dfo f

*4I4 12085 -1.50
MAC Officers 5.16 1.69
Other Officers 5.25 1.64

U103 12125 -136
MAC Officers 5.65 1.46
Other Officers 5.?5 1.41

Ofie 825 -2.96**
MAC Officers 5.36 1.64
Other Officers 5.54 1.56

V41 8622 -3.186*
MAC Officers i.97 1.66
Other Officers 5.19 1.76

U412 825 -3,28**

MAC Officers 4.92 1.69
Other Officers 5.13 1.59

V413 12131 -3.06**
MAC Officers 5.06 1,73
Other Officers 5.25 1.67

U415 12074 -3,44**
MAC Officers 4.59 1.70
Other Officers 4.81 1.66

U116 12105 -1.61
MAC Officers 5.46 1.65
Other Officers 5.56 1.60

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B

Table 8-4 (Continued)

M AC Officers us. Other Officers

SUPERVISORY COMMUNICATIONS CLINATE FRCTOR

Uariable Mean SD dfa t

U426 829 -4.32***
MAC Officers 5.26 1.69
Other Officers 5.54 1.58

U428 12042 -2.38*
MAC (Ifficers 4.83 1.73
Other Officers 4.98 1.66

U131 12034 -2.75**
MAC Officers 4.43 1.77
Other Officers 4.61 1.70

U433 12099 -2,26*
MAC Officers 4.89 1.81
Othf'! Officers 5.04 1.75

2V

V435 12060 -2,95**
MAC Officers 4.55 1.70
Other Officers 4.73 1.63 h

U ̀136 11794 0.40
.MAC Officers 4.91 1.68
"Other Officers 4.89 1.65

V437 12016 -1,97*
MAC Officers 4.49 1,84
Other Officers 4.62 1.78

`1442 12068 -2,69**
MAC Officers 4.29 1.85
Other Officers 1.48 1.60

*P<,05, **p<,0i, ***P<,001,

a Rpproximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups
with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix B
Table 0-4 (Continued)

MAC Officers vs. Other Officers

ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICHTIONS CLIMATE FACTOR

Uariable Mean SO dfa

U300 5.47085 •.

MAC Officers 4.66 1.67 r•.

Other Officers 4.58 1,65

flAC Officers 4.69 1.50
Other Officers 1.76 1.656U302 12136 2.10'
MAC Officers 4.91 1.50
Other Officers 5.29 1.56

U303 12106 3.37**
MAC Officers 5,42 1,43
Other Officers 5.24 1.54

U304 12110 0.36
MAC Officers 4.92 1,73
Other Officers 4.70 1,70

U309 12206 1.71
MAC Officers 5.91 1.66
Other Officers 4.90 1.67

U314 12198 1.46
MAC Officers 5.03 1.64
Other Officers 5.95 1,6.

U317 12145 1.18MAC Offlcer3 5,32 1.46
Other Officers 5.26 1.45

V318 12167 1.66
MIAC Officers 5.07 1.50
Other Officers 4.98 1,50

*P<,05. **P<.01, •*** <,001,

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used,
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Appendix B

Table 0-5

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

UORK SUPPORT FRCTOR

Uariable Mean SD Ifa0

U206 69260 1.49

MAC Ertlisted 3.76 1.84
Other Enlisted 3.72 1.83

V207 69265 -2.62**
MAC Enlisted 4.65 1.53

Other Enlisted 4.71 1.52

U208 69745 -0.65
MAC Enlisted 4.60 1.63
Other Enlisted 4.62 1.63

*p<,05, **p<,01. ***k .001.

a Rpproximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groups

with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix 0

Table 0-5 (Continued)

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

ANAHGERlENT/SUPERUISION FACTOR

Uariable Mean fa j

404 69380 -0.8-
MAC Enlisted 4.75 1.91
Other Enlisted 4.77 1.67

U405 69541 -3.24**
MAC Enlisted 5.13 1.73
Other Enlisted 5.20 1.71

U410 69451 -3.16**
MAC Enlisted 5.01 1.87
Other Enlisted 5.09 1.63

U411 69151 -2.56*
MAC Enlisted 1.69 2.00
Other Enlisted 4.76 1.98

V412 69700 -1.01
IlAC Enlisted 4.79 1.83
Other Enlisted 4.81 1.61

W13 6321 -2.25*
MAC Enlisted 4.91 1.88
Other Enlisted 1.9? 1.64

U445 69474 -2.81**
MAC Enlisted 4.54 1.89
Other Enlisted 4.61 1.66

U416 69492 -1.48
MAC Enlisted 4.85 1.96
Other Enlisted 4.69 1.94

*p<.05. **R<.OI. ***R<.O01.

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when 1-test for groups
with unequal variances is used.
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Appendix 8

Table B-5 (Continued)

MAC Enlisted vs. Other Enlisted

SUPERVISORY COMMUHICATIONS CLIMATE FACTOR

Variable nean SD dfa t

U426 69699 -3.91***
MAC Enlisted '.79 1.94
Other Enlisted 1.90 1.91

`126 69536 -2.80**
MAC Enlisted 4.42 1.90
Other Enlisted 1.50 1.88

,131 69197 -1,20***
MAC Enlisted 4.08 1.87
Other Enlisted 4.19 1.87

U433 69561 -4.42***
MAC Enlisted 4.53 2.03
Other Enlisted 1.66 1.99

V135 69564 -3.65***
MAC Enlisted 4.36 1.85
Other Enlisted 1.15 1.62

U136 69269 -0.09
MAC Enlisted 4.65 1.87
Other Enlisted 4.67 1.66

U`137 69396 -3.35**
MAC Enlisted 4.29 1.99
Other Enlisted 4.39 1.97

0442 69483 -3.80***
MAC Enlisted 4.25 1.99
Other Enlisted 4,35 1.96

*P<,05, **p<,01. ***O<,001,

a Approximate degrees of freedom are given when t-test for groupz

With unequal variances is used,
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Organizational Assessment Package

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

In accordance with D.O.D. Directive 5400.11, Personal Privacy and Rights of
Individuals Regarding Their Personnel Records, the following information
about this survey is provided:

a. Authority: 10 U.S.C., 131.

b. Principal Purpose: The survey is being conducted to assess your
organization frm a leadership and management perspective.

c. Routine Uses: Information provided by respondents will be tre-ted
confidentially. The averaged data will be used for organizational st. jth
and weakness identification and research and development purposes.

d. Participation: Response to this survey is voluntary. Your coopera-
tion in Mts efort is appreciated.

[PLEASE DO NOT TEAR, MARK ON, OR OTHERWISE DAMAGE THIS BOOKLET]
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SCN 84-96
Expires 31 Dec 85

GENERAL INFORMATION

The leaders of your organization are genuinely interested in improving the
overall conditions v(1t;•in their areas of responsibility. Providing d more
satisfying Air Force way of life and increasing organizational effectiveness
are also goals. One method of reaching these goals is by continual refine-
ment of the management processes of the Air Force, Areas of concern include
job related issues such as leadership and management; training and utillza-
tion; motivation of and conccrn for people; and the communication process.

This survey is intended to provide a mearns of identifying areas within your
organization needing the greatest emphasis in the immediate future. You will
be asked questions about your job, work group, supervisor, and organization.
For the results to be useful, it is important that you respond to each state-
ment thoughtfully, hones.tly, and as frankly as possible. Remember, this is
not a test, there are no rignt or wro,.j responises.

Your completed response sheet will tbe processed by automated equipment, and
be summarized in statisticai form. Your individual response will remain con-
fidential, as it will be combine<j wituh the responses of many other persons,
and used for organizational feedhack and possibly Air Force wide studies.

KEY WORDS

The following should be consiuerea as key words throughout the survey:

-- Supervisor: The person wnc gives you your day-to-day guidance in
accomplis'hing your job,

-- Work Group: All persons who work for the same supervisor that you
do.

-- Organization: Your squadron. However, if you work in staff/support
agencies, the division or deputate would be your
organization.

l.
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INSTRUCTIONS

1. All statements may be answered by.filling in the appropriate spaces on
the response sheet provided. If you do not find a response that fits your
case exactly, use the one that is the closest to the way you feel.

2. Be sure that you have completed Section 1 of the response sheet, as

instructed by the survey administrator, before beginning Section 2.

3. Please use the pencil provided, and observe the fol awing:

-- Make heavy black mirks that fill the spaces.

-- Erase cleanly any responses you wish to change.

-- Make no stray markings of any kind on the response sheet.

-- Do not staple, fold or tear the response sheet.

-- Do not make any markings on the surve-, booklet.

4. The response sheet has a 0-7 scale. The survey statevents normally
require a 1-7 response. Use the zero (0) respoihse only if the statement
truly does not apply to your situation, Statements are responded to by
marking the appropriate space on the response sheet as in the following
example:

Using the scale below, evaluate the so,.i1e statement.

I = Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 z Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 s Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree

Sample Statement. The information your work gruup receives from other work
groups is helpful.

If you moderately agree with the sample statem.ent, you would blacken ".ne oval
(6) on !he response sheet.

NA
Sample Response: (0) (1) (2) (3) (4' (5) (6) (7)

b. When you have completed the sirvey, please tui-; in the survey materials
as instructed in tle introcuctioij.



BACKGRUdND INFORMATION

This section of the survey concerns your background. The informolon
requested is to insure that the groups you belong to are accurately repre-
sented and not to identify you as an Individual. Please use the separate
response sheet and darken the oval which corresponds to your response to each
question.

1. Total years in the Air Force:

1. Less than 1 year.
2. More than 1 year, less than 2 years
3. More than 2 years, less than 3 years.
4. More than 3 years, less than 4 years.
5. More than 4 years, less th.ii, 8 years.
6. More than 8 years, less than 12 years.
7. More than 12 years.

2. Total months in present career field.

1. Less than 1 month.
2, More than 1 month, less than 6 months.
3. More than 6 months, less than 12 months.
4. More than 12 months, less than 18 months.
5. More than 18 months, less than 24 months.
6. More than 24 months, less than 36 months.
7. More tha.a 36 months.

3. Total months at this station:

1. Less than 1 month.
2. More than 1 month, less than 6 months.
3. More than 6 months, less ian 12 months.
4. More than 12 months, les ohan 18 months.
5. More than 18 months, less than 24 months.
6. More than 24 months, less than 36 months.
7. More than 36 months.

4. Total months in present position:

1. Less than 1 flonth.
Z. More than 1 months, less t i 6 months.
3. More then 6 months, less than 12 months.
4. More than 12 months, less than 18 months.
5. More than 18 months, less than 24 months.
6. More tw.n ,, months, less than 36 months.
7. More thrn J6 months.

Or,
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5. Your Ethnic Group is:

1. American Indian or Alaskan Native
2. Asiezo or Pacific Islander
3. Black, not of Hispanic Origin
4. Hispanic
5. Vhite, not of Hispanic Origin , .

6. (Gthe.

f. Your' highest education level attained is:

1, Non-high school graduate
2. High school graduit, or GE)
3. Less than two years college "-e

4. Two years or more college
5. Bachelors Degree
6. Masters Degree
7. Doctoral Degree

7. Highest level of professional military education (residence or
"correspondence):

0. None or not applicable
1. NCO Orientation Course or USAF Supervisor Course (NCO Phase I or 2)1

NCO Preparatory Course.

2. NCO Leadership School (NCO Phase 3)
3. NCO Academy (NCO Phase 4)
4. Senior NCO Academy (NCO Phase 5)
5. Squadron Officer School
6. Intermediate Service School (i.e., ACSC, or equivalent)
7. Senior Service School (i.e., AWC, ICAF, NWC)

8. How many people do you directly supervise?

1. None 4. 3
2. 1 5. 4 to 5
3. 2 6. 6 to 8

7. 9 or more

9. For how many people do you write performance reports?

I. None 4. 3
2. 1 5. 4 to 5
3. 2 6. 6 to 8

7. 9 or more

10. Does your supervisor actually writ' your performance reports?

1. yes 2. no 3. not sure

NOV"
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11. Which of the following "best" describes your marital status?

U. Not Married
1. Married: Spouse is a civilian employed outside home.
2. Married: Spouse is a civilian employed outside home-geographically

separated.
3. Married: Spouse not employed outside home.
4. Married: Spouse not employed outside home-geographical•y separated.
5. Married: Spouse is a military member.
6. Married: Spouse is a military member-geographically separated. !
7. Single Parent.

-12. What is your usual work schedule? I.

1. Day shift, normally stable hours.
. Sding shift (about 1600--2400)

3. Mid shift (about 2400-0800)
4. Rotating shift schedule
5. Day or shift work with irreguiiar/unstable hours.
6. Frequent TOY/travel or frequently on-call to report to work.
7. Crew schedule.

13. How often does your supervisor hold group meetings?

1. Never 4. Weekly ,.
2. Occasionally 5. Daily
3. Monthly 6. Continuously

14. How often are group meetings used to solve problems and establish goals?

1. Never 3. About half the time
2. Occasionally 4. All of the time

15. What is your aeronautical rating and current status?

1. Nonrated, noc on aircrew 3. Rated, in crew/operations job
2. Nonrated, now on eircrew 4. Rated, in support job

16. Which of the following best describes your career or employment inten-
tions?

1. Planning to retire in the next 12 months
2. Will continue in/with the Air Force as a career
3. Will most likely continue in/with the Air Force ds a career
4. Mdy continue in/with the Air Force
5. Will most likely not indke the Air Force a career
b. Will separate/terininate fron the Air Force dS soon dS possible
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JOB INVENTORY
.,)

Below are items which relate to your job. Read each statement carefully and
then decide to what extent the statement is true of your job. Indicate the
extent to which the statement is true for your job by choosing the phrase
which best represents your job.

1 = Not at all 5 = To a fairly large extent
2 - To a very little extent 6 - To a great extent
3 - To a little extent 7 = To a very great extent
4 = To a moderate extent

Select tne corresponding number for each question and enter It on the %6

separate response sheet,

17. To what extent does your job require you to do many different things,

using a variety of your talents and skills?

18. To wnat extent does your job Involve doing a whole task or unit of work?

19. To what extent is your job significant, in that It affects others in
some important way?

20. To what extent does your job provide a great deal of freedom and Inde-
pendence in scheduling your work?

21. To what extent does your job provide a great deal of freedom and inde-
pendence in selecting your own procedures to accomplish it?

22. To what extent are you able to determine how well you are doing your job
without feedback from anyone else?

23. T9 what extent do additional duties interfere with the performance of
your primary job? -

24. To what extent do you have adequate tools and equipment to accomplish

your job?

25. To what extent is the amount of work space provided adequate?

26, To what extent does your job provide the chance to know for yourself
when you do a good job, and to be responsible for your own work?

27. To what extent does doing your job well affect a lot of people?

28. To what extent does your job provide you with the chance to finish com-
pletely the piece of work you have begun?



1 - Not at all 5 - To a fairly large extent
2 = To a very little extent 6 = To a great extent
3 - To a little extent 7 - To a very great extent
4 z To a moderate extent

29, To what extent does your job require you to use a number of complex
skills?

30. To what extent does your job give you freedom to do your work as you see
fit?

31. To what extent are you allowed to make the major decisions required to
perform your job well? P

32. To what extent are you proud of your job?

33. To what extent do you feel accountable to your supervisor In accomplish-
ing your job?

34. To what extent do you know exactly what is expected of you in performing
your job?

35. To what extent are your job performance goals difficult to accomplish?

36. To what extent are your job performance goals clear?

37. To what extent are your job performance goals specific?

38. To what extent are your job performance goals realistic?

39. To what extent do you perform the same tasks repeatedly within a short
period of time?

40. To what extent are you faced with the same type of problem on a weekly
basis?

41. To what extent are you aware of promotion/advancement opportunities that
affect you?

42. To what extent do co-workers in your work group maintain high standards
of performance?

43. To what extent do you have the opportunity to progress up your career
ladder?

44. To what extent are you being prepared to accept increased responsibil-

i ty?

45. To what extent do people who perform well receive recognition?

46. To what extent does your work give you a feeling of pride?

VI
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1 - Not at all 5 - To a fairly large extent
2 - To a very little extent 6 n To a great extent
3 a To a little extent 7 - To a very great extent
4 - To a moderate extent

47. To what extent do you have the opportunity to learn skills which will
improve your promotion potential?

48. To what extent do you have the necessary supplies to accomplish your
job?

49. To what extent do details (tasks not covered by primary or additional
duty descriptions) Interfere with the performance of your primary job?

50. To what extent does a bottleneck In your organization seriously affect
the flow of work either to or from your group?

JOB OESIRES

The statements below deal with job related characteristics. Read each state-
ment and choose the response which best represents how much you would like to
have each characteristic in your Job.

In my job, I would like to have the characteristics described:

1 - Not at all 5 = A large amount
2 - A slight amount 6 = A very large amount
3 - A moderate amount I - An extremely large amount
4 = A fairly large amount

51. Opportunities to have Independence in my work.

52. A job that is meaningful.

53. An opportunity for personal growth in my job.

54. Opportunities In my work to use my skills.

55. Opportunities to perform a variety of tasks.

56. A job in which tasks are repetitive.

57. A job in which tasks are relatively easy to accomplish.

..........................°.I• ,.- . o...... ,e••,• ,o9 ~ j . '



The statements below describe characteristics of managers or supervisors.
Indicate your agreement by choosing the phrase which best represents your
attitude concerning your supervisor.

1 - Strongly disagree 5 - Slightly agree

2 - Moderately disagree 6 - Moderately agree

3 - Slightly disagree 7 - Strongly agree
4 - Neither agree nor disagree

Select the corresponding number for each statement and enter It on the

separate response sheet.

58. My supervisor is a good planner.

59. My supervisor sets high perfurmance standards.

60. My supervisor encourages teamwork.

61. My supervisor represents the group at all times.

62. My supervisor establishes good work procedures,

63. My supervisor has made his responsibilities clear to the group.

64. My supervisor fully explains procedures to each group member,

65, My supervisor performs well under pressure,

66. My supervisor takes time to help me when needed.

67. My supervisor asks members for their ideas on task improvements.

" 68. My supervisor explains how my job contributes to the overall mission.

69. My supervisor helps me set specific goals.

70. My supervisor lets me know when I am doing a good job.

71. My supervisor lets me know when I am doing a poor job.

7Z. my supervisor aiwAys helps me improve my performanre.

73. My supervisor insures that I get job related training when needed.

74. Mly Job performance has improved due to feedback received from my super-

visor.

4.
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75. When I need technical advice, I usually go to my supervisor.

76. My supervisor frequently gives me feedback on how well I am doing my
job.

WORK GROUP PRODUCTIVITY

The statements below deal with the output of your work group. The term *your
work group" refers to you and your co-workers who work for the same supervi-
sor. Indicate your agreement with the statement by selecting the phrase
which best expresses your opinion.

1 Strongly disagree 4 - Neither agree nor disagree
2 = Moderately disagree 5 - Slightly agree
3 Slightly disagree 6 - Moderately agree

7 = Strongly agree

Select the corresponding number for each statement and enter It on the
separate response sheet.

77. The quantity of output of your work group is very high.

78. The quality of output of your work group is very high.

79. When high priority work arises, such as short suspenses, crash programs,
and schedule changes, the people In my work group do an outstanding job
In handling these situations.

80. Your work group always gets 9aximum output from available resources
(e.g., personnel and material).

81. Your work group's performance in compariscn to similar work groups is
very high.

ORGANIZATION CLIMA"E

Below are items which describe characteristics of your organization. The
term "your organization" refers to your squadron or statt agency. indicate
your agreement by choosing the phrase which best represents your opinion
concerning your organization.

1 z Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 = Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 = Neither agree nor disagree

Select the corresponding number for each item and enter it on the separate
response sheet.



1 - Strongly disagree 5 = Slightly agree
2 - Moderately disagree 6 = Moderately agree
3 = Slightly disagree 7 = Strongly agree
4 - Neither agree or disagree

82. Ideas developed by my work group are readily accepted by management per-
sonnel above my supervisor,

83. MV organization provides all the necessary Information for me to do my
job effectively.

84. My organization provides adequate information to my work group.

85. PW work group is usually aware of important events and situations.

86. My complaints are aired satisfactorily.

87. My organization is very interested in the attitudes of the group members
toward thair jobs.

88. My organization has a very strong interest in the welfare of its peo-
ple.

89. I am very proud to work for this organization.

90. I feel responsible to my organization in accomplishing its mission.

91. The information in my organization is widely shared so that those need-
ing it have It available.

92. Personnel in my unit dre recognized for outstanding performance.

93. 1 am usually given the opportunity to show or demonstrate my work to .C-
others,

94. There is a high spirit of teamwork among my co-workers.

95. There is outstanding cooperation between work groups of my orgdnlza-
tion.

96. My organization has clear-cut goals.

97. I feel motivated to contribute my best efforts to the mission of my
organization.

98. My organization rewards individuals based on performance.

99. The goals of my organization are reasonable.

100. My organization provides accurate Information to my work group.

4-i?
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JOB RELATED ISSUES

The items below are used to determine how satisfied you are with specific job
related Issues. Indicate your degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with
each issue by choosing the most appropriate phrase.

1 - Extremely dissatisfied 5 - Slightly satisfied .1
2 - Moderately dissatisfied 6 = Moderately satisfied
3 - Slightly dissatisfied 7 = Extremely satisfied

4 = Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

Select the corresponding number for each question and enter it on the sepa-
rate response sheet.

101. Feeling of Helpfulness
The chance to help people and improve their welfare through the per-
formance of my job. The importance of my job performance to the wel-
fare of others.

102. (.o-Worker Relationshi
"A ount of rtc pared to the effort of my co-workers, the extent
to vh'!.h my co-workers share tile load, and the spirit of teamwork whicn
exisLs among my co-workers.

10l3 Family Attitude Toward Job
,he recUgnition and the pride my family has in the work I do.

).J4. On-zre-Job Training (OJT)
"T•-- UJT Instructional thods and instructors competence.

105. Technical Training (Other than OJT)
"The technical training I have received to perform my current job.

106. Work Schedule-y work schedule; flexibility and regularity of my work schedule; the
number of hours I work per week.

107. Job Security

108. Acquired Valuable Skills
The chance to acquire valuable skills in my job which prepare me for
future opportunities.

109. My Job as a Whole

AU GAF . A L 1 5 104 7 ?O
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